
Prompt Topic
A politician has to be dishonest! Politics
Advantages and disadvantages of a professional army. Politics
Alcohol is far too cheap! Politics
All cities should be car free. Cities
Are social media really social? Communication
University entrance exams, yes or no? Education
Being famous has more disadvantages than advantages. Humanities
Books are a dying species. Communication
Can an individual really protect the environment? Environment
Is censorship ever necessary? Politics
Children would be a lot smarter if they did more sports. Health
Have you ever had a teacher who inspired you? Education
Do the media have too much influence on our lives? Communication
Does technology play too big a part in our lives? Technology
E-books are not the real thing, are they? Communication
Everyone should ride a bike if they live in a city. Cities
Film and sports stars are overpaid. Humanities
Genetic engineering would help in many areas – food, health, etc. Health
Government should tax unhealthy food! Politics
Health is more important than success. Health
High taxes and ample social benefits or low taxes with fewer social benefits. Which is better? Politics
How can one have job satisfaction? Work
How can people be motivated at work? Work
How can people be persuaded to use more public transport? Cities
How has life changed since your grandparents’ time? Technology
How should we address climate change? Environment
If you could time travel, where would you go and why? Humanities
Immigrants make an important contribution to the diversity of our society. Politics
Managers' salaries should be capped at a strict limit. Work
Many teachers deserve their bad reputations. Education
Obesity is a problem that government, as well as the individual, should address. Health
Population growth is the greatest threat to Earth. Environment



Should governments favour renewable energy over nuclear energy? Environment
The perfect house? Cities
Should military / social service be made compulsory for female Austrians? Politics
What do you think of the smoking ban? Health
Should studying a year abroad be made compulsory for language teachers? Education
Should the right to vote be dependent on a certain level of education? Politics
Should there be no speed limits on Austrian motorways? Politics
Should university students have to pay tuition fees? Education
Should violent computer games be illegal? Politics
Stress can be positive. Humanities
Students in Austrian secondary schools should have classes until the late afternoon (full-day school). Education
Students should pay university tuition. Education
Teachers should be forced to spend more time in class. Education
Teachers should be paid performance related pay. Education
The Austrian education system is in serious need of reform Education
The car is the world’s greatest invention. Technology
The internet is democratic; the internet tells the truth. Communication
The perfect job? Work
The perfect partner? Humanities
Tourism in Austria - blessing or curse? Environment
We should boycott clothing companies that sell cheap clothing at the expense of human rights. Politics
What is the best invention of the 20th century? Technology
How would you assess Austria's schools? Education
How would you assess Austria's universities? Education
What makes a city/town worth living in? Cities
What makes a good teacher? Education
Will newspapers still exist in twenty years? Communication
Winning the lottery would be better than being famous. Humanities
You can only get good education if you pay for it. Education
You can only learn a language by going abroad. Education


